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When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY BERRY
Lynne Goldsworthy page 22

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances 

TEMPLATE A

1

2

3
4

5

A1

Thank you for making this project 
from Today’s Quilter. The copyright 
for these templates belongs to the 
designer of the project. Please don’t 
re-sell or distribute their work 
without permission. Please do not 
make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others 
through your website or a third 
party website, or copy it multiple 
times without our permission. 
Copyright law protects creative 
work and unauthorised copying is 
illegal. We appreciate your help.

A1 TO A2

TEMPLATE A

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red and green  

lines to complete  
Template A



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY BERRY TEMPLATE A

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red and green  

lines to complete  
Template A
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Lynne Goldsworthy page 22

A2 TO A1

A2 TO A3

A2



When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY BERRY TEMPLATE A

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red and green  

lines to complete  
Template A

Lynne Goldsworthy page 22
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14

15

A3 TO A2Thank you for making this project 
from Today’s Quilter. The copyright 
for these templates belongs to the 
designer of the project. Please don’t 
re-sell or distribute their work 
without permission. Please do not 
make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others 
through your website or a third 
party website, or copy it multiple 
times without our permission. 
Copyright law protects creative 
work and unauthorised copying is 
illegal. We appreciate your help.
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When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY BERRY TEMPLATE B

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red  

lines to complete  
Template B

Lynne Goldsworthy 
page 22

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

B1



When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY BERRY TEMPLATE B

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red  

lines to complete  
Template B
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8

Lynne Goldsworthy 
page 22

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

B2



When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY BERRY

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

Lynne Goldsworthy page 22
TEMPLATE C

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red  

lines to complete  
Template C

C
1 
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2C1



When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

TEMPLATE C

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red  

lines to complete  
Template C

C
2 

TO
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1
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C2
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 1/

2 i
n

Thank you for making this project 
from Today’s Quilter. The copyright 
for these templates belongs to the 
designer of the project. Please don’t 
re-sell or distribute their work 
without permission. Please do not 
make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others 
through your website or a third 
party website, or copy it multiple 
times without our permission. 
Copyright law protects creative 
work and unauthorised copying is 
illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY 
BERRY
Lynne Goldsworthy page 22

TEMPLATE D

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red and green 
 lines to complete Template D

D3



10 1/2 in
1/2

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

HOLLY 
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TEMPLATE D

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red and green 
 lines to complete Template D

D1
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2 
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When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY 
BERRY
Lynne Goldsworthy page 22

TEMPLATE D

ACTUAL SIZE
Join parts along red and green 
 lines to complete Template D

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
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D2



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
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at the correct 
size, this box 
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square 
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TEMPLATES E & F

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances 

E

F



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY 
BERRY
Lynne Goldsworthy page 22 TEMPLATE G

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances 

6 1/4 in
6 3/4 in

7 in

1/4
3/4

G



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY 
BERRY
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TEMPLATE H

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances 

6 1/2 in1/2

H



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY 
BERRY
Lynne Goldsworthy page 22

TEMPLATE I

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances 

7 1/4 in1/4

I



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

HOLLY 
BERRY
Lynne Goldsworthy page 22

TEMPLATE J

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances 

3 1/2 in1/2

J



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

FESTIVE 
TREE SKIRT
Sheila Donnachie page 41

CIRCLE & PAPER PIECE TEMPLATES

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances  

where necessary

Cut out these templates roughly, paste to thin card (like a cereal packet)          

and then carefully cut out. Or, trace and cut from template plastic. 
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B C 

EPP
TEMPLATE

Cut out template D roughly, 
paste to thin card (like a cereal 
box) and then carefully cut out. 
Or, trace and cut from template 

plastic

TEMPLATE D



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

FESTIVE 
TREE SKIRT
Sheila Donnachie page 41

FPP AND CUTTING TEMPLATES

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances  

TEMPLATE C
This side up

TEMPLATE B
(Outer right)

Join parts along red lines 
to complete templates

B C

A

PART 1



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

FESTIVE 
TREE SKIRT
Sheila Donnachie  page 41

FPP AND CUTTING TEMPLATES

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances  

TEMPLATE C
This side up

TEMPLATE B
(Outer right)

Join parts along red lines 
to complete templates

A

C B

PART 2



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

FPP AND CUTTING TEMPLATES

ACTUAL SIZE 
Includes seam allowances  

TEMPLATE A
(Outer left)

CB

A

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

FESTIVE 
TREE SKIRT
Sheila Donnachie page 41



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

IN FINE FEATHER 
CUSHION
Laura Pritchard page 51

PAPER PIECE TEMPLATES

ACTUAL SIZE

HEXAGON & HALF 
HEXAGON

HEXAGON & HALF 
HEXAGON

HEXAGON & HALF 
HEXAGON

HEXAGON & HALF 
HEXAGON

HEXAGON & HALF 
HEXAGON

HEXAGON & HALF 
HEXAGON



Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the 
project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or 
instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our 
permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

When printed 
at the correct 
size, this box 
will measure 
1in / 26mm 

square 

IN FINE FEATHER 
CUSHION
Laura Pritchard page 51

PAPER PIECE TEMPLATES

ACTUAL SIZE

600

DIAMOND
600

DIAMOND
600

DIAMOND
600

DIAMOND

600

DIAMOND
600

DIAMOND
600

DIAMOND
600

DIAMOND


